High-pressure rheological analysis of CO2-induced melting point depression and viscosity reduction of poly(ε-caprolactone)
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Abstract

High-pressure rheology has been used to assess the effects of supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO\textsubscript{2}) on the melting point ($T_m$) and viscosity of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) over a range of temperatures and pressures up to 300 bar over a wide range of shear rates. Plots of the storage modulus and damping factor against temperature show a significant shift of $T_m$ to lower temperatures in the presence of CO\textsubscript{2}, indicating that the polymer crystals melt at temperatures much lower than the ambient pressure $T_m$.

Furthermore, a significant decrease in the viscosity of two PCL grades with different molecular weight ($M_n$~10 kDa and 80 kDa) was also detected upon increasing the CO\textsubscript{2} pressure to 300 bar. Experimental viscosity data were fitted to the Carreau model to quantify the extent of the plasticising effects on the zero-shear viscosity and relaxation time under different conditions.
Similar analyses were conducted under high-pressure nitrogen, to compare the effects obtained in the presence of a non-plasticising gas.
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1. **Introduction**

In recent years there has been increasing interest in the use of high-pressure CO₂ as a reaction medium or plasticiser for polymer synthesis and processing [1-6]. CO₂ has been exploited as a solvent for polymerisations [7, 8], as a foaming agent [1, 9-13], for precipitation/separation [14], particle formation [15, 16] and encapsulation [17].

High-pressure CO₂ is able to plasticise and effectively liquefy many polymers at temperatures below their glass transition temperatures ($T_g$) and melting points ($T_m$) [2, 16, 18-27], thereby opening up opportunities for new processes and incorporation of thermally labile molecules [17, 28]. The CO₂-induced plasticisation mimics the effect of heating the polymer and it is characterised by an increased segmental and chain mobility [29]: the CO₂ molecules exhibit significant specific interactions with many polymers, mainly due to their large quadrupole moment [5, 30]. These interactions often results in high sorption levels and decrease the intermolecular bonding between the chains [31]. This causes an increase in the free volume fraction ($v_f$) and therefore a higher mobility of the polymer chains, hence leading to a decrease in viscosity with the CO₂ molecules acting as molecular lubricants [16, 31].

Furthermore, the plasticisation is easily reversible: upon depressurisation, the supercritical solvent is removed and no residue is left. This use of CO₂ can be extremely valuable in the preparation of polymeric materials for food packaging and medical applications [16, 29]. This, together with the accessible critical point of CO₂ (31.1 °C and 73.8 bar) and its non-flammability, non-toxicity and low price, make CO₂ a valuable renewable alternative to conventional solvents for polymer synthesis and processing.
PCL is a hydrophobic biodegradable polyester used in a wide range of applications such as food packaging, engineering materials and adhesives [32-36]. It is a semi-crystalline polyester with $T_m \sim 55-70 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $T_g \sim -60 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ that can be synthesised through ring-opening polymerisation of ε-caprolactone (ε-CL) using catalysts such as stannous octanoate or enzymes such as Candida Antarctica Lipase B [37, 38].

The degradation of PCL occurs through the hydrolysis of its ester linkages under physiological conditions [37]. For this reason, PCL has also received much attention for use as an implantable, resorbable material and is already used in many medical applications such as drug delivery, sutures, dentistry and tissue engineering [9, 12, 37, 39, 40]. Nonetheless, molten PCL requires the use of high temperatures (above 140 °C) in order to achieve suitably low viscosities for melt-processing [41]. These conditions are not acceptable for most medical applications where bioactive molecules are incorporated into the polymer, since these can be easily damaged by the high temperature. Lower temperature processing can be achieved by the use of organic solvents, but this introduces unwelcome residues and can inactivate complex biomolecules [42]. In addition, the use of solvents imposes the need for an often challenging purification step for their removal after processing, thus making the overall process longer and more expensive.

The ability of CO$_2$ to be absorbed into PCL has been previously shown [43]. A change in the morphology of the polymer under CO$_2$ was also observed by Kelly et al. through infrared (IR) analysis by monitoring the carbonyl peak at 1720 cm$^{-1}$ [44], and a decrease in the reptation time in the presence of high-pressure CO$_2$ was also found by the same group [45]. The plasticisation of this polymer under CO$_2$ was also studied optically [46, 47] and through high-pressure calorimetry [48]. In addition, the diffusivity, solubility and specific volume of PCL/CO$_2$ solutions have been recently studied by coupling gravimetric and spectroscopic techniques [49, 50]. There is no doubt that high-pressure studies for the development and optimisation of CO$_2$-assisted polymer processing techniques are topical and timely [3].
However, in the current literature there is a lack of any direct study of the loss and storage moduli as a function of temperature and pressure, and hence of the $T_m$ of PCL in CO$_2$ through high-pressure rheological analysis. Therefore, we have investigated the use of high-pressure rheology to detect the melting point of PCL under CO$_2$ (1-120 bar) by conducting an oscillatory rheometric study under high-pressure conditions. Furthermore, only few shear viscosity data over a narrow shear rate range are available for PCL in the presence of scCO$_2$ [51]. Hence, the aims of this study are to measure the $T_m$ depression of PCL through direct monitoring of the polymer viscoelasticity under CO$_2$, and to study the effects of compressed CO$_2$ and N$_2$ on the shear viscosities of two grades of PCL of different molar mass (10 kDa and 80 kDa) under various temperature and pressure conditions, over a wide range of shear rates. These data will contribute to the understanding of the structural state of semi-crystalline polyesters in the presence of scCO$_2$, and will aid the development of lower temperature melt processes of such polymers.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

PCL flakes (PCL10) with a density of 1.15 g/mL at 25 °C, $M_n$~10 kDa and $M_w$~14 kDa (by GPC) and PCL beads (PCL80) with a density of 1.15 g/mL at 25 °C, $M_n$~80 kDa and $M_w$~94 kDa (by GPC) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (UK). The polymers were ground to obtain a powder before use. Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (SFC) grade 4.0 CO$_2$ (minimum purity 99.99%) and N$_2$ (99%) were purchased from BOC Special Gases (UK) and used as received.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 $T_m$ depression analysis
The effect of CO$_2$ on the $T_m$ of PCL10 was studied using a Physica MCR301 rheometer (Anton Paar, Austria) equipped with Peltier temperature controller and a high-pressure cell (parallel plate geometry with 20 mm diameter and a 1 mm gap disc; PP20/Pr) with an upper operating pressure of 150 bar at room temperature and a maximum temperature of 300 °C. In a typical experiment 700 mg of polymer powder were added to the cup of the rheometer. A preliminary temperature ramp to 80 °C at 10 °C min$^{-1}$, followed by 5 minutes isothermal, was carried out to obtain a solid polymer disk upon cooling to 20 °C at 10 °C min$^{-1}$. Three preliminary strain amplitude sweeps at 1 Hz at ambient pressure were performed on the disk to identify a strain value within the linear viscoelastic region (LVR), and mean values are shown in Figure 1. From these data, a strain amplitude of 1% was identified as suitable and well within the LVR.

**Figure 1.** Strain amplitude sweep showing the storage modulus, $G'$, and loss tangent, tan δ, as a function of strain for PCL10 at ambient pressure and 20 °C at 1 Hz. The point at which the $G'$ and tan δ start to deviate from the plateau values indicates departure from linear viscoelastic behaviour. For this reason, the oscillatory tests were conducted at 1 Hz with a strain amplitude of 1%. The polymer structure is shown (inset).
The cell was then sealed and CO₂ was added using a syringe pump (Teledyne Isco 260D, USA). After pressurisation, the polymer was left to soak at 20 °C for 50 minutes to allow for CO₂ diffusion. A time study showed that longer times did not result in significant further drops in the T_m, see Supporting Information (SI) (Figure S1-S4). The temperature of the cell was increased at a rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ whilst imposing an oscillating strain of 1% to the sample at 1 Hz. Throughout the temperature scans the syringe remained connected to the cell to maintain the required pressure during heating. The shear storage modulus, G', and the loss modulus, G''', were recorded as a function of temperature. The T_m was taken as the temperature at which G'' is a maximum. All the experiments were repeated three times to give data confidence.

2.2.2 Shear viscosity high-pressure analyses

High-pressure steady state rheometric studies (i.e. continuous shearing at different selected shear rates) were carried out on PCL10 and PCL80 using an Anton Paar MCR 102 rheometer equipped a Teledyne Isco 260D syringe pump and with a 400 bar cell electrically heated (parallel plate geometry, PP20/Pr). The instrument was calibrated with mineral oils of standard viscosity supplied by Anton Paar.

The polymer powder was inserted in the cup and a preliminary temperature sequence was performed to melt the polymer. The sample was then allowed to equilibrate at 80 °C and the system sealed and pressurised. Samples were left for 50 minutes at pressure to soak. The rotation experiments were performed at constant temperature with logarithmically increasing shear rate over a 2 minute period, from 10⁻³ to 10³ s⁻¹ for PCL80, and from 1 to 10³ s⁻¹ for PCL10. Due to the structural limits given by the ball-bearings in the pressure cell, the minimum torque that could be applied with our system was 200 µN.m. When applying the minimum torque to two different liquids, the resulting minimum shear rate will be lower in the higher viscosity material. For this reason, measurements carried out on low viscosity materials start at higher shear rates.
A matching set of experiments were carried out under N\textsubscript{2} at 60, 120 and 180 bar, by connecting a cylinder directly to the rheometer inlet through high-pressure Swagelok® tubing. All steady state experiments were repeated at least three times; the mean values ± 1 standard deviation are shown in the figures.

Temperature studies at ambient pressure and under CO\textsubscript{2} (at 120 bar) were conducted on PCL10 (\(\dot{\gamma} = 12.0\text{ s}^{-1}\)) and PCL80 (\(\dot{\gamma} = 0.1\text{ s}^{-1}\)) by increasing the temperature from 80 °C to 180 °C in 20 °C steps at 5 °C/min. After each ramp, a dwell period of 10 minutes was imposed in order for the sample to reach thermal equilibrium before the collection of 5 measurements, and then ramping to the next temperature.

Finally, transient shear experiments studies (time-dependent viscosity at constant applied shear rates, ranging from 0.25 s\(^{-1}\) to 5 s\(^{-1}\)) were conducted on PCL80 at ambient pressure (80 and 120 °C) and under CO\textsubscript{2} (80 °C, 120 bar) to investigate whether any phase separation and/or changes of solubility arise during shearing. Measurements of viscosity are plotted against time (Figure S6 and S7). Due to the low viscosity and the equipment low torque limit the same analysis could not be carried out on PCL10.

2.2.3 View cell plasticisation study

In order to observe visually the effect of CO\textsubscript{2} on the physical state of PCL10, a fixed volume view cell (100 mL) was used [52]. This view cell was manufactured in-house from 316-stainless steel with two thick sapphire windows located at the two ends of the cylindrical body which houses the inlet and outlet pipes.

In a typical experiment, 200 mg of sample were added in a glass vial and inserted in the view cell. The windows were sealed and clamped to the body, and CO\textsubscript{2} was added up to 50 bar. The temperature was raised to the desired value. When the temperature was stable, the CO\textsubscript{2} pressure was increased to the required value.
2.2.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

DSC analyses on PCL10 were performed using a TA-Q2000 DSC (TA Instruments, USA) calibrated with sapphire and indium standards. In a standard experiment, the sample (6.00 ± 0.10 mg) was melted with a first heating scan up to 80 °C and cooled down to 20 °C (10 °C/min). A second heating scan, with the same temperature ramp settings of the oscillatory rheological analyses (80 °C; 5 °C/min) was then carried out. Between each ramp, a 5-minute isotherm was imposed. The \( T_m \) was determined from the maximum of the endothermic peak, and the degree of crystallinity (\( X_c \)) was calculated from

\[
X_c = \frac{H_f(T_m)}{H_f^0(T_m^0)}
\]

where \( H_f(T_m) \) is the measured enthalpy of fusion and \( H_f^0(T_m^0) \) is the enthalpy of fusion of fully crystalline PCL, taken as 135.44 J g\(^{-1}\). The \( T_m \) as measured from DSC analysis is (64.6 ± 0.2) °C, whilst the \( X_c \) is (51.7 ± 0.5) %.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Effect of pressure on \( T_m \) of PCL10

Typical oscillatory rheometric data obtained for PCL10 at ambient pressure show two distinct regions (Figure 2): at lower temperatures \( G' \) has a value of ~60 kPa, typical of PCL above its \( T_g \) but below its \( T_m \) [57]. With increasing temperature there is a steep drop in the value of \( G' \) to ~2 kPa, as the material undergoes a thermal transition to a viscous fluid. There is an associated peak in \( G'' \) at the same temperature. This transition is associated with the melting of crystal spherulites in the polymer. The \( T_m \) at atmospheric pressure, as measured by rheology, is therefore 68.1 ± 0.6 °C, in good agreement with \( T_m \) reported elsewhere in the literature [37, 45] and with that measured by DSC in this work (64.6 ± 0.2 °C).
**Figure 2.** Oscillatory rheometric measurements of $G'$ and $G''$ as a function of temperature for PCL10 at ambient pressure. The dramatic changes in $G'$ and $G''$ are produced by the melting of the polymer crystals. The average $T_m$ obtained from the peak in $G''$ is $(68.1 \pm 0.6) \, ^\circ C$.

The same experiment was performed over a range of pressures to evaluate the effect of high-pressure CO$_2$ on the $T_m$ of PCL10. $G'$ (**Figure 3**) and $G''$ (**Figure 4**) show a strong dependence upon temperature and CO$_2$ pressures. As expected, the shapes of the curves are similar to those obtained at ambient pressure. However, a comparison between the curves shows that the $G'$ drop and $G''$ peak, and hence the $T_m$, are shifted to lower temperatures in the presence of pressurised CO$_2$. 
Figure 3. Oscillatory rheometric measurements of $G'$ as a function of temperature for PCL10 at a range of CO$_2$ pressures. The rapid decrease in $G'$ is indicative of the polymer melting. Under high-pressure CO$_2$ the drop is shifted to lower temperatures, thus indicating a significant reduction in the $T_m$ of the polymer (from 68.1 °C to 45.8 °C).

Figure 4. Oscillatory rheometric measurements of $G''$ as a function of temperature for PCL10 at a range of CO$_2$ pressures. The peak in $G''$ is indicative of the polymer melting. Under CO$_2$ a significant reduction in the $T_m$ of the polymer is observed.
This is a powerful demonstration of the ability of CO$_2$ to act as a temporary plasticiser for PCL, by diffusing into the polymer and interacting through Lewis acid/base interactions with the carbonyl groups of the backbone. As a result, the intermolecular interactions are weakened and the polymer can melt at temperatures much lower than the ambient pressure melting point.

The melting points measured from the peaks in $G''$ under high-pressure CO$_2$ have been plotted in Figure 5 as a function of pressure. The data show a high correlation ($R^2>0.99$) linear decrease with increasing pressure, moving from 68.1 °C at atmospheric conditions through to a significantly lower value of 45.8 °C under CO$_2$ at 120 bar. The data are in good agreement with two literature studies measuring the drop in $T_m$ by DSC [48] and FTIR [44], also shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Effect of CO$_2$ pressure on the change in $T_m$ relative to atmospheric conditions, of PCL10 measured from the peak in $G''$. The results of this study follow a linear trend with high correlation ($R^2>0.99$). The data are in good agreement with the results obtained by other research groups through DSC [48] and FTIR [44].

Images from a view cell study (Figure 6) clearly show that PCL10 initially appeared as a white powder (a), but in presence of CO$_2$ at 45 °C and 120 bar was gradually plasticised. The view cell
also confirmed the need for a long soaking time: after 15 minutes the sample was not fully plasticised (b), whilst after 50 minutes no solid residue could be observed (c). This rather long soaking time is most probably due to the high crystallinity of PCL10 (around 52% by DSC). It is well known that CO₂ is able to diffuse and dissolve only in the amorphous regions of polymers [5, 18, 58], and that the \( T_m \) depression is given by both polymer-CO₂ interactions in the amorphous regions and crystallites characteristics (e.g. lamellar thickness and heat of fusion per unit of volume); hence, different effects will be expected for different levels of amorphous fractions [18, 58].

Images from an additional view cell experiment carried out under high-pressure subcritical CO₂ can be found in the SI (Figure S5).

Figure 6. Transitions observed for PCL10 in the view cell experiment: (a) initial polymer in the form of a white powder (room temperature and pressure); (b) sample not completely plasticised after 15 minutes (45 °C, 120 bar); (c) polymer fully plasticised after 50 minutes (45 °C, 120 bar). Although the mechanical stirrer is visible in the images, in these experiments the sample was not stirred.

3.2 Effect of pressure and molecular weight on the viscosity of PCL

Transient shear rheometric experiments were performed at 80 °C on two PCL samples with different molecular weight, PCL10 and PCL80 (\( M_n \sim 10 \text{ kDa} \) and \( \sim 80 \text{ kDa} \) respectively) at a range of CO₂ pressures after 50 minutes soaking. The experiments were repeated under N₂, a non-
plasticising gas, up to 180 bar, to gain a better understanding of plasticisation and compression effects. Data in the shear rate region between $10^{-3}$-$10^{3}$ s$^{-1}$ was obtained for PCL80. For PCL10, which is of lower molecular weight, and hence of lower viscosity, such low shear rates could not be investigated due to experimental limitations.

The measurements of viscosity as a function of shear rate at 80 °C at a range of CO$_2$ pressures for PCL10 shown in Figure 7 exhibit Newtonian behaviour at low shear rates, followed by a shear-thinning region at shear rates above ~300 s$^{-1}$. The zero shear viscosity is dramatically decreased under CO$_2$, in agreement with results obtained on other polymers such as amorphous poly(lactic acid) [31], poly(ethylene glycol) [19], and poly(dimethylsiloxane) [59]. At pressures above 120 bar the shear thinning region was less detectable in this shear rate range, became less. This is due to a decrease in the relaxation time of the polymer (higher chain mobility), which results in an extended Newtonian plateau [31]. The critical shear rate at the onset of shear thinning ($\dot{\gamma}_c$) is, in fact, inversely proportional to the relaxation time [60-63].

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7.** Measurements of steady state shear viscosity of PCL10 ($T = 80$ °C) at ambient pressure and under increasing CO$_2$ pressures. A significant reduction in the viscosity is observed with rising CO$_2$ pressure. The Carreau model (solid lines) is fitted to the data ($R^2 > 0.99$ for all the fits).
The viscosity data were fitted to the Carreau model to enable quantitative determination of the relaxation time and of the zero shear viscosity. The model is given by:

\[ \eta(\dot{\gamma}) = \eta_0 \left[ 1 + (\dot{\gamma}/\lambda)^2 \right]^p \] (2)

where \( \eta(\dot{\gamma}) \) (Pa.s) is the viscosity at a given shear rate \( \dot{\gamma} \) (s\(^{-1}\)), \( \eta_0 \) (Pa.s) is the zero shear viscosity, \( \lambda \) (s) is the relaxation time of the polymer and \( P \) is the Carreau exponent [31, 64].

Measurements of viscosity as a function of shear rate at 80 °C at a range of N\(_2\) pressures for PCL10 display a small but noticeable increase in viscosity with pressure (Figure 8). Also, no significant changes in the extent of the zero shear plateau (hence, in \( \dot{\gamma}_{cr} \)) were observed, and shear thinning behaviour was always clearly observed within the shear rate range.

![Figure 8. Measurements of steady state shear viscosity of PCL10 (T = 80 °C) at ambient pressure and under increasing N\(_2\) pressures. A small increase in the viscosity is observed with increasing N\(_2\) pressure. The Carreau model (solid lines) is fitted to the data \( R^2 > 0.99 \) for all the sets of data.](image-url)
The ability of scCO$_2$ to plasticise higher MW PCL was confirmed by viscosity studies carried out on PCL80 (Figure 9). The measurements of viscosity as a function of shear rate at 80 °C at a range of CO$_2$ pressures for PCL80 clearly show that this polymer has a much higher viscosity than PCL10, as expected from the higher degree of chain entanglement [60, 65, 66]. Also, $\gamma_{cr}$ is considerably reduced. This is due to the longer relaxation time given by the increased chain length [60-63]. Nonetheless, a dramatic effect of the pressurised CO$_2$ on the viscosity was observed also for this higher MW polymer.

**Figure 9.** Measurements of transient shear viscosity of PCL80 ($T = 80$ °C) at ambient pressure and under increasing CO$_2$ pressures. A significant reduction in the viscosity is observed with rising pressure. The Carreau model (solid lines) is fitted to the data ($R^2>0.99$ for all the fittings).

The zero shear viscosity is again significantly reduced with increasing CO$_2$ pressure, and the viscosity reduction is particularly significant in the shear rate region typical of polymer processing (between 1 and 4 s$^{-1}$) [62, 67]. As expected, increasing CO$_2$ pressure results in higher $\gamma_{cr}$ values, and therefore in reduced relaxation times.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the viscosities of the two polymers at representative shear rates in the Newtonian plateau at ambient pressure, $\eta_0^{\text{amb}}$, and when plasticised by 300 bar CO$_2$, $\eta_0^{300\text{bar CO}_2}$. Viscosities are reduced by around 95% for both polymers as a result of the plasticising effect.

Table 1. High-pressure CO$_2$-induced viscosity reduction of PCL10 and PCL80 in the Newtonian plateau at 80 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M_n$ (kDa)</th>
<th>$\eta_0^{\text{amb}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\eta_0^{300\text{bar CO}_2}$ (Pa.s)</th>
<th>$\eta_0$ reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>47.37 ± 0.40</td>
<td>1.84 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>50005.00 ± 429.19</td>
<td>2590.50 ± 280.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transient shear rheometry was carried out also for PCL80 in the presence of high-pressure N$_2$ (Figure 10). Here again no viscosity decrease or changes in the extent of the Newtonian plateau could be observed. The zero shear viscosity increases with increasing pressure, although the effect is small.
Figure 10. Measurements of transient shear viscosity of PCL80 (T = 80 °C) at ambient pressure and under increasing N₂ pressures. A small increase in the zero shear viscosity is observed with rising pressure (zoomed in region). The Carreau model (solid lines) is fitted to the data ($R^2 > 0.99$ for all the fittings).

The zero shear viscosities, calculated from the Carreau model fits for both polymers under CO₂ and N₂, have been plotted as a function of pressure (Figure 11). A trend of increasing viscosity with pressure is found under N₂, and of decreasing viscosity with pressure under CO₂. Our data show that the pressure effects in the presence of N₂ give a viscosity increase in good agreement with the Barus equation

$$\eta_0(p) = \eta_0^{\text{atm}} \epsilon^a$$ (3)

where $\eta_0(p)$ (Pa.s) is the viscosity at pressure $p$ (Pa), $\eta_0^{\text{atm}}$ (Pa.s) is the viscosity at atmospheric pressure and $a$ (Pa$^{-1}$) is a pressure-viscosity coefficient [68]. The viscosity reduction with CO₂ pressure would require a negative pressure-viscosity coefficient in order to fit the Barus equation, but the quality of fit would be reduced as the reduction in log viscosity is not linear.
Figure 11. Zero shear viscosity of PCL10 and PCL80 (T=80 °C) under CO$_2$ and N$_2$. A small increase in the zero shear viscosity is observed on raising the N$_2$ pressure (empty symbols), whilst a decrease is seen under CO$_2$ (black symbols). The data collected under N$_2$ were fitted to the Barus equation (red dotted lines) with high correlation ($R^2>0.99$ for all the fittings). Black solid lines connecting the CO$_2$ data are a guide to the eye.

As stated before, the CO$_2$ plasticisation also results in a change in the relaxation time of the polymer, which is given by the higher chain mobility. In PCL80 a decrease in relaxation time with CO$_2$ pressure was recorded (Figure 12). However, in PCL10 a decrease with a clear trend could not be observed. It is postulated that in the latter case the polymer chains are not sufficiently entangled because of their low MW, and therefore that the effect of plasticisation from the CO$_2$ may be less noticeable. A similar result has been observed with increasing temperature for poly(lactic acid) by Kelly et al. [31] who observed that at sufficiently high temperatures (well above $T_g$) no changes in relaxation time could be observed upon the addition of CO$_2$. 
Figure 12. Relaxation time as a function of CO\textsubscript{2} pressure obtained from Carreau model fits for PCL80 at $T = 80$ °C. A linear decrease ($R^2 > 0.96$) is observed.

A final set of experiments were conducted at ambient pressure and under CO\textsubscript{2} (120 bar) over a temperature range of 80 to 180 °C in order to correlate the CO\textsubscript{2}-induced viscosity depression to the temperature-induced reduction, and in order to obtain activation energies with and without pressurised CO\textsubscript{2} ($E_a$) (Table 2).

The zero shear viscosities of PCL10 ($\dot{\gamma} = 12.0$ s\textsuperscript{-1}) and PCL80 ($\dot{\gamma} = 0.1$ s\textsuperscript{-1}) are shown as a function of temperature in an Arrhenius plot (Figure 13).
Figure 13. Arrhenius plot of zero shear viscosity as a function of temperature for PCL10 and PCL80 at ambient pressure and under CO₂ (120 bar). In PCL10, a 91% reduction in the viscosity is obtained between 80 °C and 180 °C, whilst an 88% reduction is observed for PCL80 in the same temperature range. The data were fitted to an Arrhenius equation ($R^2 > 0.99$).

Table 2. $E_a$ reduction for PCL under CO₂.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MW (kDa)</th>
<th>$E_a$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>Reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>120 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>29.59 ± 0.20</td>
<td>26.96 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.27 ± 0.67</td>
<td>27.50 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, the fittings show that the $E_a$ of the polymer is reduced under CO₂ (Table 2). Furthermore, the data show the dramatic effect of processing with CO₂. For example, for PCL10, processing at 240 bar of CO₂ at 80 °C results in a viscosity (~3 Pa.s) which is equivalent to processing at 180 °C at ambient pressure conditions. For PCL80, exposure to 240 bar of CO₂ at
80 °C produces a viscosity (~3 kPa.s) which is even lower than the ambient pressure viscosity obtained at 180 °C (~6 kPa.s). Therefore, these measurements demonstrate the significant opportunities that high-pressure CO$_2$ processing of polymers could deliver in terms of energy saving and processing of thermally labile materials [17].

**Conclusions**

High-pressure rheology was employed to demonstrate clearly the ability of CO$_2$ to plasticise PCL at supercritical and even sub-critical (60 bar) conditions at 80 °C. For the first time, interpretation of the viscoelastic moduli with temperature plots have been used to show that by adding CO$_2$ it is possible to lower the melting point of PCL by more than 20 °C (from 68.1 to 45.8 °C). This provides a rheological viewpoint to the CO$_2$-induced $T_m$ depression of this polymer that correlates well with previous studies using DSC and IR spectroscopy, and a linear drop in $T_m$ with increasing CO$_2$ pressure was observed.

The viscosity of PCLs of different molecular weights decreased significantly when pressurised CO$_2$ was added. The reductions observed at 80 °C and 120 bar CO$_2$ are comparable to those achieved at 180 °C and ambient pressure. A 96% decrease in viscosity relative to ambient pressure was achieved for the 10 kDa polymer, whilst a 95% reduction was obtained for the 80 kDa polymer. The Carreau model was employed for determination of the zero shear viscosity and the relaxation time, both of which decreased with increasing CO$_2$ pressure. By contrast, the effect of a non-plasticising gas, N$_2$, was to increase the zero shear viscosity.

In this paper we demonstrated the use of a high-pressure rheometer to detect the $T_m$ depression of polymers under CO$_2$, highlighting the ability of CO$_2$ to act as a green and efficient temporary plasticiser that allows for processing of degradable polymers at significantly lower temperatures (80 °C rather than 180 °C).
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Caprolactone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential scanning calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_a$</td>
<td>Activation energy for viscous flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Molecular Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>Poly(ε-caprolactone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scCO$_2$</td>
<td>Supercritical carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Supporting information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_g$</td>
<td>Glass transition temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_m$</td>
<td>Melting point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_c$</td>
<td>Degree of crystallinity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

High-pressure rheological analysis of CO$_2$-induced melting point depression and viscosity reduction of poly(ε-caprolactone)

S. Curia$^a$, D.S.A. De Focatiis$^b$, S.M. Howdle$^a$*

A soaking time study showed that 15 minutes did not give a full CO$_2$ sorption. Repeating the experiments at longer times gave a lower $T_m$ value.

Fig. S-1 - $G'$ analysis on PCL10 over a range of temperatures at 70 bar and different soaking times: 15 minutes (red), 50 minutes (black).
Fig. S-2 - G’ analysis on PCL10 over a range of temperatures at 100 bar and different soaking times: 15 minutes (red), 50 minutes (black).

After 50 minutes the results are reproducible and no further decrease was detected at longer times. Therefore, 50 minutes can be considered as an appropriate soaking time.

Fig. S-3 - G’ analysis on PCL10 over a range of temperatures at 70 bar and different soaking times: 50 minutes, 60 minutes and 70 minutes.
Fig. S- 4 - G’ analysis on PCL10 over a range of temperatures at 100 bar and different soaking times: 50 minutes, 60 minutes and 70 minutes.

Similar results have been obtained with the view cell on a granular sample also in subcritical conditions, as shown below.

Fig. S- 5 - Transitions observed for PCL10 in the view cell under subcritical CO₂ (55 °C, 70 bar): (a) initial polymer in a granular form; (b) sample not fully plasticised after 25 minutes; (c) sample almost fully plasticised after 35 minutes; (d) sample after 45 minutes: few solid bits are still visible (red arrow); (e) after 48 minutes the sample is completely liquefied; (f) polymer foamed upon CO₂ removal.
Transient shear viscosity data at different shear rates shows that the CO$_2$-induced plasticisation mimics the temperature effects. The lack of any effects beyond the expected stress overshoots at high rates and linear viscoelasticity at low rates suggests that phase separation, solubility changes during shearing or bubble formation are unlikely to be taking place during the experiments.

Fig. S-6 – Transient shear viscosity vs time for PCL80 at 80 °C, at ambient pressure and under CO$_2$ (120 bar).
Fig. S-7: Transient shear viscosity vs time for PCL80 at 80 °C and 120 °C (ambient pressure) and under CO₂.